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Gamma-ray transitions in AA hypernuclei
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Hypernuclei containing two lambda particles are important because of the
unique information they hold concerning the AA interaction and because of their
relationship to proposals for new particles and new states of matter containing
multiple strangeness. They are the non-exotic form of strange matter.

Intense K' beams with momentum near 1.8 Gev/c will make it possible to
study AA hypernuclei. The (K-,K+) reaction can be used to form double hypernuclei
directly, or through 5- hyperons which are subsequently slowed down and captured
(S-p-»AA).

This paper will discuss characteristic y-ray transitions which may be used as a
signature for the existence of double hypernuclei1.

Since the lambda is the lightest strange baryon, it is stable in nuclei with
respect to the strong interaction. If single hypernuclei are formed in excited states
they in general decay to the ground state by y emission prior to the weak decay of the
hypernucleus. The same is expected to be true of hypernuclei containing two
lambda particles, unless there exists a light S=-2 dibaryon2 (H). If the mass of the H
is less than the mass of two lambdas, in general the fusion to form an H will occur
before y-ray transitions can take place.

It should be noted at the outset that detection of y rays from double
hypernuclei is a difficult experimental problem. Single hypernuclei can be
produced copiously in a one-step process with low momentum transfer. Double
hypernuclei must by formed in a two-step process. The detection of the y is a third
step. The higher intensities which will be available at KAON may be required.
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We first consider, the threshold for particle emission in double hypernuclei
since, in general, only states below this threshold decay predominantly by y-ray
emission. When a lambda is added to a nucleus, the thresholds for particle
emission are raised. Since the lambda is distinguishable from nucleons it is not
excluded from occupying the lowest energy state; since its interaction with nucleon
is attractive, it supplies additional binding to the system. Addition of a second
lambda further raises the particle emission thresholds. Thus particle-stable states at
higher excitation energy and therefore y rays of higher energy will occur in double
hypernuclei than in the corresponding nucleus or single hypernucleus. These y
rays can serve as a signature for the existence of double hypernuclei.

In single hypernuclei, y-ray transitions have been studied in some cases.
What characteristic y rays do we expect from double hypernuclei? By analogy with
what has been observe in single hypernudei, we may develop some expectations for
double hypernuclei.

As has been the case for single hypernuclei, it is convenient to consider
separately the excitations of the lambda particle and the excitations of the nuclear
core. This weak coupling model has the virtue of simplidty and is a fairly good
approximation to reality.

For excitations of the nuclear core in the presence of a lambda particle in an s
state this approximation works particularly well3. The excitation energies of such
states in single hypernuclei were found to be only slightly shifted from those in the
nucleus 'A-^Z. The same is expected to be true in the case of double hypernuclei1.

As an example of the above considerations, examine the effect of adding one
or two lambdas to the nudeus 6Li. The threshold for 6Li-md is at 1.47 MeV; the
first excited state of 6Li (2.18 MeV) decays to ad rather than by y emission. With the
addition of a lambda to form A7Li the first breakup channel becomes A5He+d at 3.9
MeV. Thus, with the A particle as spectator, the first exdted state of the 6Li core is
particle stable, and in fact its y decay has been observed4. With the addition of a
second lambda to form AA8Li, the first breakup channel becomes AA6He+d at 6.4
MeV. Detection of y rays emitted by states between the two thresholds would
indicate that a double hypernucleus was formed.



In light single hyper nuclei, approximately 10 MeV is required to elevate a
lambda to a p state; the splitting between pj/2 and P3/2 states is known to be less than
300 keV from an experiment5 on A 1 3 C In this hypernucleus, the p state for lambdas
is below the threshold for particle emission and p-»s transition for the lambda
should occur with emission of a 10 MeV y ray. An experiment at Brookhaven is
scheduled to look for this transition. This experiment will also explore methods of
reducing the y-ray background in ways which might be extended to experiments
with double hypernuclei.

The hypernucleus \\14C consists of two lambdas bound to 12C. The first
threshold for particle emission is AA14C-->A13C+A at approximately 16 MeV. In this
special case, the PASA~*SASA transition should occur with emission of a y ray. The
energy of this y ray will be shifted up due to the AA interaction. The threshold for
lambda emission in the single hypernudeus A 13C is at 11.7 MeV. Gamma rays from
states between the two thresholds are characteristic of the double hypernucleus.
Nuclear or hypernuclear y rays of such high energy are very rare because of the
competition of particle emission.
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